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(Vocal Collection). This series features 50 songs from dozens of shows, some that have never
before appeared in any vocal collections. This 3rd edition includes songs from A Gentleman's
Guide to Love & Murder; Hairspray; Hamilton; Kinky Boots; Moana; Natasha, Pierre & The
Great Comet of 1812; Waitress: The Musical; Wicked; and many more.
This series answers the often-expressed need for a variety of supplementary material in many
different popular styles. What could be more fun for an adult than to play the music that
everybody knows and loves? When the books in the Greatest Hits series are assigned in
conjunction with the Lesson Books, these appealing pieces reinforce new concepts as they are
introduced. In addition, the motivation the music provides could not be better. The emotional
satisfaction students receive from mastering each popular song increases their enthusiasm to
begin the next one. With the popular music available in the Greatest Hits series (Levels 1 and
2), the use of both books will significantly increase every adult's interest in piano study. Two
selections from this book are featured on the Royal Conservatory of Music Popular Selection
List (2007 Ed.): * The Rainbow Connection * Nadia's Theme
Who wrote the first true "opera"? Where did the system of musical notation come from? How
do composers construct symphonies? The Classical Music Book answers these questions and
more by exploring the history of classical music in clear and easy-to-follow sections. More than
90 works by famous composers are analyzed, with explanations of their music theory and
impact on society. You will also explore the fascinating stories about the lives of crucial
composers and performers. Covering Thomas Tallis in the early period, baroque masters like
Bach and Handel, and the classical genius of Beethoven and Wagner all the way to the
modern-day composers, this comprehensive book explores the key ideas rooted in the world's
greatest classical compositions and musical traditions. The importance of each composition is
explained, placing them into their wider social, cultural, and historical context. With its unique
approach to the subject, this the perfect classical music guide for everyone. Regardless of
whether you are relatively new to the subject or if you are a classical music aficionado, there is
plenty to discover on every page. Series Overview: Big Ideas Simply Explained series uses
creative design and innovative graphics along with straightforward and engaging writing to
make complex subjects easier to understand. With over 7 million copies worldwide sold to
date, these award-winning books provide just the information needed for students, families, or
anyone interested in concise, thought-provoking refreshers on a single subject.
Classical Vocal Solos
(Easy Piano Composer Collection). Easy piano arrangements of 23 beloved Beethoven works.
Includes: Fur Elise * Moonlight Sonata * Ode to Joy * and more.
An Opera Score composed by Giacomo Puccini.
(Boosey & Hawkes Voice). Contents: Nature, the gentlest mother * There came a wind like a
bugle * Why do they shut me out of Heaven? * The world feels dusty * Heart, we will forget him
* Dear March, come in! * Sleep is supposed to be * When they come back * I felt a funeral in
my brain * I've heard an organ talk sometimes * Going to Heaven! * The Chariot.

This book looks at the role of popular music in constructing the myth of the First
World War. Since the late 1950s over 1,500 popular songs from more than forty
countries have been recorded that draw inspiration from the War. National Myth
and the First World War in Modern Popular Music takes an inter-disciplinary
approach that locates popular music within the framework of ‘memory studies’
and analyses how songwriters are influenced by their country’s ‘national
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myths’. How does popular music help form memory and remembrance of such
an event? Why do some songwriters stick rigidly to culturally dominant forms of
memory whereas others seek an oppositional or transnational perspective? The
huge range of musical examples include the great chansonniers Jacques Brel
and Georges Brassens; folk maestros including Al Stewart and Eric Bogle; the
socially aware rock of The Kinks and Pink Floyd; metal legends Iron Maiden and
Bolt Thrower and female iconoclasts Diamanda Galás and PJ Harvey.
Part of the seminal Cambridge History of Music series, this volume departs from
standard histories of early modern Western music in two important ways. First, it
considers music as something primarily experienced by people in their daily lives,
whether as musicians or listeners, and as something that happened in particular
locations, and different intellectual and ideological contexts, rather than as a story
of genres, individual counties, and composers and their works. Second, by
constraining discussion within the limits of a 100-year timespan, the music culture
of the sixteenth century is freed from its conventional (and tenuous) absorption
within the abstraction of 'the Renaissance', and is understood in terms of recent
developments in the broader narrative of this turbulent period of European
history. Both an original take on a well-known period in early music and a key
work of reference for scholars, this volume makes an important contribution to
the history of music.
The Wedding CollectionHigh VoiceHal Leonard Corporation
(Vocal Collection). Selected art songs by prominent American composers in the
G. Schirmer and AMP catalog, including songs by Samuel Barber, John Duke,
Lee Hoiby, Charles Ives, John Jacob Niles, William Schuman, and others.
Includes works from Ernst Bacon: It's all I have to bring * Samuel Barber: The
Crucifixion; The Daisies; Hey nonny no!; The Monk and His Cat; Mother, I cannot
mind my wheel; A Slumber Song of the Madonna; Sure on this shining night *
Paul Bowles: Cabin; Heavenly Grass; Sugar in the Cane * Theodore Chanler:
The Lamb * Ernest Charles: When I Have Sung My Songs * John Duke: Loveliest
of Trees; Richard Hageman: Do not go, my love * Lee Hoiby: Where the Music
Comes From * Carles Ives: In the mornin'; Serenity * Herbert Kingsley: The
Green Dog * Charles Naginski: The Pasture * John Jacob Niles: Black is the
color of my true love's hair; Go 'way from my window; The Lass from the Low
Countree * Gladys Rich: American Lullaby * William Roy: This Little Rose * John
Sacco: Brother Will, Brother John * William Schuman: Holiday Song; Orpheus
with his lute.
(Vocal Collection). An all-in-one volume wedding resource for singers, with 50
songs in several styles: classical/traditional, Broadway, standards (in new, singerflattering arrangements), pop/rock classics, and contemporary Christian. With this
collection, any singer will be able to find songs to please any bride.
(Vocal Collection). More great teaching material at the same level as the first
volume. Over 30 songs in each volume with no song duplicated between voice
types. A student could easily begin either in The First Book or The First Book
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Part II, or the books may be used concurrently. Contents: Animal Crackers
(Hageman) * Andenken (Beethoven) * Ave Maria (Abt) * Charmant Papillon
(Campra) * Come and Trip It (Handel) * Come to the Fair (Campbell-Tipton) *
Drift Down, Drift Down (Ronald) * Gesu Bambino (Yon) * Grandma (Chanler) *
Here amid the Shady Woods (Handel) * L'heure Exquise (Hahn) * How Lovely
are thy Dwellings (Liddle) * Ich Liebe Dich (Beethoven) * Intorno All'Idol Mio
(Cesti) * Lachen Und Weinen (Schubert) * No Flower that Blows (Linley) * The
Last Rose of Summer (Miliken) * A Nun Takes the Veil (Barber) * Nur Wer Die
Sehnsucht Kennt (Tchaikovsky) * O Saviour, Hear Me! (Gluck) * Orpheus with his
Lute (William Schuman) * La Pastorella (Schubert) * Per Non Penar (d'Astorga) *
Petit Noel (Louis) * The Prayer Perfect (Speaks) * Quella Barbara Catena
(Ciampi) * Romance (Debussy) * Seligkeit (Schubert) * Solvejg's Song (Grieg) * A
Spirit Flower (Campbell-Tipton) * To a Wild Rose (MacDowell) * When Daisies
Pied (Arne) * When I Was Seventeen (Swedish Folksong)
(Vocal Collection). This book with online audio is a unique collection designed
especially for children singers auditioning for musical theatre or performing in
various talent shows. The recordings feature performances by children singers,
as well as the accompaniments only, so children can practice without needing a
pianist. Contents: I'd Do Anything from Oliver! Second Hand Rise The Rainbow
Connection Castle on a Cloud from Les Miserables Little People from Les
Miserables Puff the Magic Dragon Hello Mudduh, Hello Fadduh! (A Letter from
Camp) How Much Is That Doggie in the Window Do-Re-Mi from The Sound of
Music On Top of Spaghetti Take Me Out to the Ball Game
Contents: Green Lowland of Pianos * Now Have Fed and Eaten Rose * O Boundless, Boun
Evening.
(Choral Collection). With a foreward by Mormon Tabernacle Choir Director Craig Jessop, this
new collection of Moses Hogan originals and arrangements is a welcome addition to the first
volume. Essential for every director's library, it includes: Cert'nly Lawd * Climbin' up the
Mountain * Deep River * Give Me Jesus * I'll Make the Difference (A Song of Hope for Singers
Around the World) * Like a Mighty Stream * Music down in My Soul * Ride On, King Jesus *
We Shall Walk Through the Valley in Peace and more.
(Vocal Collection). A 23 minute song cycle based on poems of American women poets,
commissioned for Marilyn Horne in honor of the Carnegie Hall Centennial. Also recorded by
Miss Horne.
(Vocal Collection). In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the birth of Samuel Barber, this
major new edition includes newly edited and engraved editions of the complete contents of
Collected Songs and Ten Early Songs (1994), plus many previously unpublished early songs.
Manuscripts from the Library of Congress and other sources were consulted for all songs. The
edition includes extensive historical information about each song, a lengthy and insightful
article about Barber, and facsimiles of selected manuscripts. Songs published during the
composer's lifetime (In chronological order of publication): Three Songs, Op. 2 : The Daisies;
With rue my heart is laden; Bessie Bobtail * Three Songs, Op. 10: Rain has fallen; Sleep now; I
hear an army * Four Songs, Op. 13: A Nun Takes the Veil; The Secrets of the Old; Sure on this
shining night; Nocturne * Two Songs, Op. 18: The queen's face on the summery coin; Monks
and Raisins * Nuvoletta, Op. 25 o Melodies passageres, Op. 27: Puisque tout passe; Un
cygne; Tombeau dans un parc; Le clocher chante; Depart * Hermit Songs, Op. 29: At Saint
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Patrick's Purgatory; Church Bell at Night; St. Ita's Vision; The Heavenly Banquet; The
Crucifixion; Sea-Snatch; Promiscuity; The Monk and His Cat; The Praises of God; The Desire
for Hermitage * Despite and Still, Op. 41: A Last Song; My Lizard (Wish for Young Love); In the
Wilderness; Solitary Hotel; Despite and Still * Three Songs, Op. 45: Now have I fed and eaten
up the rose; A Green Lowland of Pianos; O boundless, boundless evening. Songs published
posthumously : 1 First published in this edition; 2 First published in Samuel Barber: Ten Early
Songs (1994); 3 First published in Samuel Barber: Ten Selected Songs (2008): Ask me to rest
1 * Au claire de lune 1 * Beggar's Song 2 * Fantasy in Purple 1 * In the dark pinewood 2 * La
nuit 1 * Love at the Door 2 * Love's Caution 2 * Man 1 * Mother, I cannot mind my wheel 3 *
Music, when soft voices die 1 * Night Wanderers 2 * Of that so sweet imprisonment 2 * Peace
1 * Serenader 2 * A Slumber Song of the Madonna 2 * Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
Evening 1 * Strings in the earth and air 2 * There's nae lark 2 * Three Songs, The Words from
Old England: Lady, when I behold the roses 1; An Earnest Visit to His Unkind Mistress Not to
Forsake Him 1; Hey nonny no! 3 * Two Poems of the Wind: Little Children of the Wind 1;
Longing 1 * Two Songs of Youth: I never thought that youth would go 1; Invocation to Youth *
Watcher s 1 * Who carries corn and crown 1
Ultima, a curandera, one who cures with herbs and magic, comes to Antonio Marez's New
Mexico family when he is six years old, and she helps him discover himself in the magical
secrets of the pagan past.
The classic artsong by Samuel Barber is now available in an easy choral edition. Ideal for
developing ensembles in middle and high school. Available for: SATB and SA.
An indispensable resource on Samuel Barber's complete oeuvre-more than 100 published and
nearly twice as many unpublished compositions-with an abundance of information on song
texts, first performances, genesis of composition, duration, revisions, editions, arrangements,
selected discography of historical and contemporary recordings, and detailed description of the
hundreds of holograph manuscripts, sketches, drafts, and significant publisher's proofs
founded in libraries and private collections throughout the United States. Illuminating
quotations drawn from Barber's letters and diaries will be of special interest not only to scholars
but conductors, composers, performers, and the general music enthusiast.
This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of Art's renowned collection of pre-1945
American paintings will greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding of one of the finest
and most important collections of historic American art in the world. Composed of more than
600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945.
Material from Classical Music (Eyewitness Companion) with updates. This book is a guide to
every aspect of the long and ongoing story of Western classical music. It reveals in a
stimulating and lively way the exceptionally gifted individuals who have shaped the musical
landscape over a millennia, from the chanting monks of the middle ages to the bold exponents
of minimalism of the last 100 years. Personal and creative profiles of composers, both major
and minor, form the heart of the book and offer rich insights into the qualities of their music and
an ideal introduction to the range and diversity of the Classical repertoire.
Over three decades, Paul Griffiths's survey has remained the definitive study of music since
the Second World War; this fully revised and updated edition re-establishes Modern Music and
After as the preeminent introduction to the music of our time. The disruptions of the war, and
the struggles of the ensuing peace, were reflected in the music of the time: in Pierre Boulez's
radical reformation of compositional technique and in John Cage's development of zen music;
in Milton Babbitt's settling of the serial system and in Dmitry Shostakovich's unsettling
symphonies; in Karlheinz Stockhausen's development of electronic music and in Luigi Nono's
pursuit of the universally human, in Iannis Xenakis's view of music as sounding mathematics
and in Luciano Berio's consideration of it as language. The initiatives of these composers and
their contemporaries opened prospects that haven't yet stopped unfolding. This constant
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expansion of musical thinking since 1945 has left us with no singular history of music;
Griffiths's study accordingly follows several different paths, showing how and why they
converge and diverge. This new edition of Modern Music and After discusses not only the
music of the fifteen years that have passed since the previous edition, but also the recent
explosion of scholarly interest in the latter half of the twentieth century. In particular, the book
has been expanded to incorporate the variety of responses to the modernist impasse
experienced by composers of the 1980s and 1990s. Griffiths then moves the book into the
twenty-first century as he examines such highly influential composers as Helmut Lachenmann
and Salvatore Sciarrino. For its breadth, wealth of detail, and characteristic wit and clarity, the
third edition of Modern Music and After is required reading for the student and the enquiring
listener.
There have been numerous publications in the last decades on the Bible in literature, film, and
art. But until now, no reference work has yet appeared on the Bible as it appears in Western
music. In The Bible in Music: A Dictionary of Songs, Works, and More, scholars Siobhán
Dowling Long and John F. A. Sawyer correct this gap in Biblical reference literature, providing
for the first time a convenient guide to musical interpretations of the Bible. Alongside examples
of classical music from the Middle Ages through modern times, Dowling Long and Sawyer also
bring attention to the Bible’s impact on popular culture with numerous entries on hymns,
spirituals, musicals, film music, and contemporary popular music. Each entry contains
essential information about the original context of the work (date, composer, etc.) and, where
relevant, its afterlife in literature, film, politics, and liturgy. It includes an index of biblical
references and an index of biblical names, as well as a detailed timeline that brings to the fore
key events, works, and publications, placing them in their historical context. There is also a
bibliography, a glossary of technical terms, and an index of artists, authors, and composers.
The Bible in Music will fascinate anyone familiar with the Bible, but it is also designed to
encourage choirs, musicians, musicologists, lecturers, teachers, and students of music and
religious education to discover and perform some less well-known pieces, as well as helping
them to listen to familiar music with a fresh awareness of what it is about.
(Vocal Collection). The G. Schirmer Opera Anthology series revolutionized opera aria study
after its release in 1991. There are so many wonderful soprano arias that a second volume
was warranted. The music is predominantly for lyric soprano. As in the original volumes, these
are new, clean editions, with historical and plot information about each of the 32 arias included.
Pontius Pilate arrived in Judaea in the year 26, sent to collect taxes and oversee the firm
establishment of Roman law. His ten-year term was a time of relative peace in this fractious
new outpost of the Roman Empire, where violence was not uncommon. He was not loved and
not quite feared, and might have vanished into obscurity had he not come to preside, with
some reluctance, over the most famous trial in history. In this brilliant biography, a finalist for
the Samuel Johnson Prize and a masterpiece of scholarship and imagination, Ann Wroe brings
Pilate and his world to life. Working from classical sources, she reconstructs his origins and
upbringing, his career in the military and life in Rome, his confrontation with Christ, and his
long journey home. We catch glimpses of him pacing the marble floors in Caesarea,
sharpening his stylus, getting dressed shortly before sunrise on the day that would seal his
place in history. What were the pressures on Pilate that day? What did he really think of
Jesus? Pontius Pilate lets us see Christ's trial for the first time, in all its confusion, from the
point of view of his executioner. Pontius Pilate is a historical figure, like Cleopatra and
Alexander, who has been endlessly mythologized through the ages. For some he is a saint, for
others the embodiment of human weakness, an archetypal politician willing to sacrifice one
man for the sake of stability. Each generation has pressed onto Pilate the imprint of its
anxieties and its faith. He has haunted—and continues to haunt—our imagination. From the
Evangelists and the Copts (for whom he was a saint, martyred himself on the Cross) to more
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recent philosophers, artists, novelists, and politicians, Pilate has been resurrected in different
guises for two thousand years. Ann Wroe brings man and myth to life in a book that expands
the possibilities of the biographical form and deepens our understanding of the mysteries of
faith. It has often been said that Pontius Pilate was fingered by God to carry out the divine plan
of salvation, just as clearly as Christ was. Ann Wroe shows how, in his hesitation before God,
in his skepticism, his anxiety to do his job and exonerate himself of guilt, Pilate's story is very
much our own.
Study Score
This authoritative, new edition of the world's most loved songs and arias draws on original
manuscripts, historical first editions and recent research by prominent musicologists to meet a
high standard of accuracy and authenticity. Includes fascinating background information about
the arias and their composers as well as a singable rhymed translation, a readable prose
translation and a literal translation of each single Italian word.
In offering this study of Negro music, I do so with the admission that there is no consistent
development as found in national schools of music. The Negro, a musical force, through his
own distinct racial characteristics has made an artistic contribution which is racial but not yet
national. Rather has the influence of musical stylistic traits termed Negro, spread over many
nations wherever the colonies of the New World have become homes of Negro people. These
expressions in melody and rhythm have been a compelling force in American music Ð tragic
and joyful in emotion, pathetic and ludicrous in melody, primitive and barbaric in rhythm. The
welding of these expressions has brought about a harmonic effect which is now influencing
thoughtful musicians throughout the world. At present there is evidenced a new movement far
from academic, which plays an important technical part in the music of this and other lands.
The question as to whether there exists a pure Negro art in America is warmly debated. Many
Negroes as well as Anglo-Americans admit that the so-called American Negro is no longer an
African Negro. Apart from the fusion of blood he has for centuries been moved by the same
stimuli which have affected all citizens of the United States. They argue rightly that he is a
product of a vital American civilization with all its daring, its progress, its ruthlessness, and
unlovely speed. As an integral part of the nation, the Negro is influenced by like social
environment and governed by the same political institutions; thus page vi we may expect the
ultimate result of his musical endeavors to be an art-music which embodies national
characteristics exercised upon by his soul's expression. In the field of composition, the early
sporadic efforts by people of African descent, while not without historic importance, have been
succeeded by contributions from a rising group of talented composers of color who are
beginning to find a listening public. The tendency of this music is toward the development of an
American symphonic, operatic and ballet school led for the moment by a few lone Negro
musicians of vision and high ideals. The story of those working toward this end is herein
treated. Facts for this volume have been obtained from educated African scholars with whom
the author sought acquaintanceship and from printed sources found in the Boston Public
Library, the New York Public Library and the Music Division of the Library of Congress. The
author has also had access to rare collections and private libraries which include her own. Folk
material has been gathered in personal travel.
Excerpt from Carmen: Opera in Four Acts Ln Act lll the band 18 assembled w1thin a w1ld
mountain-gorge, waiting to carry their bales Into the city 'don fose 15 also there; but he takes
no Interest m then enterprise, and bitter regrets continually assail him Carmen, already tired of
her half-hearted lover, tauntingly adv1ses him to go back to hls mother, she persists In
tormenting him, although the cards, In tch she implicitly believes, foretell that she 18 doomed
to the speedy death tch his gloomy looks presage The band departs, leavmg rdon fose' to
mount guard over goods left behmd for another trip. Wreaela, unseen by him, approaches, she
catches Slght of 'don fose, but at the same Instant he levels his carbme and fires In her
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direction Overcome by fright, she swoons and smks down behind the rocks The shot, however,
was aimed at Eseamzllo, who clambers unharmed over the rocks, and Introduces himself to
'don fose, whose pleasure at then meetmg ls quickly turned to bitterest hatred when Escamzllo
nonchalantly announces his errand - to meet [us sweetheart, Carmen A terrible duel ensues,
fought with the deadly navajas (large, keen-bladed clasp \kn1ves) Escamzllo's Me Is saved by
the unexpected Interventlon of Carmen, whose love Is now wholly transferred to him and
leaves the scene defiantly. The smugglers are about to follow, when they espy Micaela, who,
awakened from her swoon, Implores 'don fose' to hasten to his dymg mother Unable to resist
this appeal, he goes but warns Carmen that they will meet again elsewhere. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find
more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Samuel Barber (1910-1981) is one of the most admired and honored American composers of
the twentieth century. An unabashed Romantic, largely independent of worldwide trends and
the avant-garde, he infused his works with poetic lyricism and gave tonal language and forms
new vitality. His rich legacy includes every genre, including the famous Adagio for Strings,
Knoxville: Summer of 1915, three concertos, a plethora of songs, and two operas, the Pulitzer
prize-winning Vanessa, and Antony and Cleopatra, the commissioned work that opened the
new Metropolitan Opera House at Lincoln Center in 1966. Generously documented by letter,
sketches, autograph manuscripts, and interviews with friends, colleagues, and performers with
whom he worked, this ASCAP-Award winning book is still unquestionably the most
authoritative biography on Barber, covering his entire career and interweaving the events of his
life with his compositional process. This second edition benefits from many new discoveries,
including a Violin Sonata recovered from an artist's estate, a diary Barber kept his seventeenth
year, a trove of letters and manuscripts that were recovered from a suitcase found in a
dumpster, documentation that dispels earlier myths about the composition of Barber's Violin
Concerto, and research of scholars that was stimulated by Heyman's work. Barber's intimate
relations are discussed when they bear on his creativity. A testament to the lasting significance
of Romanticism, Samuel Barber stands as a model biography of an important musical figure.
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